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COMPARISON OF IRANIAN AND TUKISH MUSIC MAKAMS 

Summary 

       There existed some changes in every culture such as political ,social 

etc. Iranian and Turkish cultures also faced some of these changes that affected them 

in every aspect, also music. These changes started to appear in their music in the late 

19th century according to their tendency to innovation and modernization. The history 

is important in order to understanding their transformation and evolution.  

       The first section of this paper is dedicated to Iranian music history. The 

history of Iranian music can be divided into three periods: 

1.Iranian music before Islam 

2.Iranian music after Islam until Qajar period 

3.Iranian music after Qajar period 

The period before Islam is considered as ancient ages. There existed seven 

dynasties in this period of time. There are a little resources about this period. The two 

important empires before Islam were, Achaemenids and Sasanids. The former is more 

important because music flourished in that time. After Arab invasion everthing 

changed in Iran, During Arab dominance, Iranian civilization and culture and music 

influenced very much in Arab countries which didnt have any special music except 

some simple ones. So many books and threatises were translated in this period. After 

Arab dominance, Iran faced with mongol invation which was begining of decadence 

in Iran. This period is called intermission period that last for nine centuries. 

There existed other dynasties such as Safavids, Zandiye and Qajar. The 

music of Iran after Islam until Safavid period was based on Islamic middle age 

scholars theories . In Safavid period music lost its importance because of exaggerated 

religious believes that existed in that period. This decadence in music led to 

disappearnce that cause the great change in musical system.During Qajar period, 

music gradually started to earn its earlier position. The striking feature of Qajar period 

, was the tranformation of makam to Dastgah. 

Iranian music can be classified into four types: 
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1.Religious music 

2. Folk music 

3.Military music 

4.Classical music 

This thesis focused on classical music. The classical music of Iran was based on 

makms until it changed in some period beween 17th to 19th centuries.  

Iranian music instruments divided into two groups: 

1.Classical music instruments 

2. Folk music instruments 

 The third section dedicated to comparison of Iranian music and Turkish music. 

Firstly the Iranian music intervals nad scales were explained. These intervals were 

analyzed in two parts, intervals based on the old theory  and intervals that used in 

recent music.After all of these Iranian music is comparing to Turikish music in order 

to find out the similarities and differences. The other thing that mentioned in this 

paper is the concert repertory in both musics.  

It can be conclued that these two musics are similar . The both music are 

based on 13th century theories specially Safi-al-din. They can be  differenciated by 

details but they have also so much in common. The main purpose of this paper is the 

comparison of Turkish and Iranian music according to their historical approaches. 

The focus is on Iranian music and its classifications and theoretical views by 

mentioning what they have in common and what cause the differences and changes 

especially in Iranian music. Iran and Turkey are two neighbor countries with almost 

common cultures. According to historical researches except the geographical boarder, 

they have so much in common in the aspect of language, culture, historical events, 

etc. They influenced in each other very much.  

 It would be possible to say that those changes and evolution happened 

because of tendency of westernization that started in the late 19th century. In both 

music cultures it can be seen the influences of western music. The purpose of this 

thesis is defining those changes in the aspect of intervals.  
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KARŞILAŞTIRMALI TÜRK VE İRAN MÜZİĞİ MAKAMLARI 

Özet 

Her kültür var olduğu süre boyunca sosyal ve kültürel bir takım değişikler 

geçirir. İran ve Türk kültürleri de diğer alanlarda olduğu gibi, müzikte de bu 

değişikliklerle karşılaşmıştır. Bu değişiklikler 19. Yüzyılın sonlarına doğru yenileşme 

ve modernleşme eğilimlerinin görülmeye başlanmasıyla ortaya çıkar. Bu yüzyıl 

müziksel değişimi ve evrimi anlamak için önemlidir. Bu çalışmanın birinci 

bölümünde İran müziği tarihini inceledik. 

 

Bu çalışmanın birinci bölümü İran Müzik Tarihi üzerine yazılmış olup İran 

Müzik Tarihini üç bölümde incelemek mümkündür. 

1. İslamiyet öncesi İran müziği 

2. İslamiyetin kabulunden sonra İran müziği (Kaçar dönemine kadar) 

3. Kaçar döneminden sonra İran müziği 

Eski çağlar olarak adlandırılan İslam öncesi dönemde yedi farklı uygarlık 

karşımıza çıkıyor. 

 

Bu dönemle ilgili çok az kaynak mevcut olup, İslamiyet öncesi devrin en 

önemli iki imparatorluğu Achaemenidler ve Sasaniler’dir. Achaemenidler devri İran 

müzik tarihi açısından önemli olup müzik bu dönemde en ihtişamlı dönemini 

yaşamıştır.  

Arapların işgalinden sonra İran'da her şey değişmiştir. İran kültürü ve 

medeniyeti Arap ülkelerinden oldukça etkilenmiş, İran müziği de birkaç basit müzikal 

parça dışında kendine özgü bir müziği olmayan Arap ülkelerinin müziğinde nasibini 

almıştır.  Bu döneme ait pek çok sayıda kitap ve risaleler çevrilmiştir. 

Arap baskısından sonra İran Moğol istilasıyla karşı karşıya gelen İran için bu 

çöküşün başlangıcıdır. Dokuz yüzyıl süren bu dönem, "karanlık devir" olarak 

adlandırılmıştır. Safevilere kadar olan  İslamiyet sonrası İran müziği Ortaçağ İslam 

alimlerinin görüşlerine dayanmakta olup, bu dönemde görülen abartılı dini 

inanışlardan dolayı müzik önemini kaybetmiştir.  
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Müzikteki bu çöküş müzik sisteminde büyük bir değişimin gerçekleşmesine 

sebep oluyor. Kaçar dönemi boyunca müzik yavaş yavaş daha önceki durumunu 

kazanmaya başlıyor. Kaçar döneminin en çarpıcı özelliği ise "Makam" sisteminden 

"Destgah" sistemine geçilmesidir. 

İran müziğini dört ana grupta tasnif ediyoruz: 

1. Dini müzik 

2. Halk müziği 

3. Askeri müzik 

4. Klasik müzik 

Bu tez de İran Klasik Müziği üzerine odaklanılmıştır.  

17. yüzyıldan 19. yüzyıla kadar olan dönem içindeki değişikliklere kadar İran 

klasik müziği "makam" temeline dayanırdı. İran müziği enstrümanlarını iki grupta 

incelemek mümkündür. 

1. Klasik müzik sazları 

2. Halk müziği sazları 

Çalışmamızın üçüncü bölümünde ise İran müziği ve Türk müziği 

karşılaştırılması yapılmıştır.  

Öncelikle İran müziği perdeleri ve dizileri açıklanmış, bu perdeler eskiden 

kullanılan ve günümüzde kullanılan olmak üzere iki bölümde incelenmiştir. İran 

müziği açıklandıktan sonra Türk müziği ile benzerlikleri ve farklılıklarını ortaya 

koymak amacıyla bir karşılaştırma yapılmıştır. Bu bölümde üzerinde zerinde 

durduğumuz bir diğer konu ise İran ve Türk müziklerinin repertuarları hususudur. 

 Sonuç olarak bu iki müziğin birbirine çok benzediğini görüyoruz. Bu iki 

müzikte 13. Yüzyıl müzik teorisine, özellikle de Safiyyüddin’in sistemine 

dayanmaktadır.  İki müziğin detaylarda birbirinden farklı olmasına rağmen fakat pek 

çok ortak özellikleri de bulunmaktadır. Tezimizdeki asıl amaç Türk ve İran 

müziklerini tarihsel süreçleri içerisinde karşılaştırmaktır. İran müziği, İran müziğinin 

sınıflandırılması ve müziğin sistem olarak incelenmesi gibi konular, Türk müziğiyle 

İran müziğinin ne gibi ortak özellikler taşıdığını ve özellikle İran müziğinde ne gibi 
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farklılıklar meydana geldiğini ortaya koymak amacını taşımaktadır. İran ve Türkiye 

ortak kültürleri olan iki komşu ülkedir. Tarihi araştırmalar da gösteriyor ki kültürel 

sınırlar coğrafi sınırlar kadar kesin ve dar değil. Her iki ülke de dil, kültür, tarihsel 

olayları gibi bir çok konuda etkileşim içindedirler ve pek çok ortak duyguyu 

paylaşmışlardır. Son olarak şunu söyleyebiliriz ki bu değişimler ve evrim 19. yüzyılda 

başlayan batılılaşma ve yenilik hareketinden dolayı gerçekleşmiştir. Batı müziğinin 

etkisi her iki müzikte de görülmektedir. Amacımız müzik aralıklarındaki (perdeler) bu 

değişiklikleri tanımlayabilmektir. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this paper is the comparison of Turkish and Iranian 

music according to their historical approaches. The focus is on Iranian music and its 

classifications and theoretical views by mentioning what they have in common and 

what cause the differences and changes especially in Iranian music. Iran and Turkey 

are two neighbor countries with almost common cultures. According to historical 

researches except the geographical boarder, they have so much in common in the 

aspect of language, culture, historical events, etc. They influenced in each other very 

much.  

There existed always changes in different aspect such as social, political etc 

according to developments and progressions. Also the same change can be seen in 

music too. 

Each country faced some transformation in each period of time. Iran and 

Turkey definitely faced that in the late 19th century. This process in music, same as 

different things started by the tendency toward to innovation and modernization, the 

idea of which was taken from western societies.  

The first section of this paper expresses the historical periods of Iran by 

dividing it into three periods;  

1.Iranian music before Islam 

2. Iranian music after Islam until Qajar period 

3. Iranian music after Qajar period 

 The history of different empires was explained in two sections before and 

after Islam. Besides the social and political changes music also changed. The 

replacement of religion from Zoroastrianism to Islam affected music very much. After 

appearance of Islam music was classified into different types such as religious, folk 

music, military music and classical music that used in different situations .The focus 

of this paper would be on classical music. 

This thesis tried to explain the characteristics of Iranian music. The first 

section explained the historical periods and the classification of music. By these 
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periods, the condition of music before and after Islam is explained. In each period is 

mentioned about the musicians and Style of music and instruments and also the music 

system. The music system has changed step by step according to developments. After 

that it is continued by classification of music in four types: 

1.military music 

2.religious music 

3.folk music 

4.classical music 

The military music can also be divided into two periods; before Islam and 

after Islam. This music before Islam used in two conditions; feasts and battles. The 

instruments used in military music also divided into two groups: 

1.Instruments used in feasts 

2.Instruments used in battles 

After Islam the military music changed to Nowbat. It used in different 

occasions such as: 

1.announcments 

2.sunset and sunrise 

3.Inaugurations 

4.Feast days 

5.Religious ceremonies 

The origin of religious music goes to 9th century after death of prophet. There 

existed different type of religious music in Iranian music: 

1.Azaan 

2.Monajaat 

3.Rowzeh 

4.Nowheh 

5.Ta’ziyeh 
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The folk music is the music of different tribes who lived in different part of 

Iran. It is also divided into five groups according to regions: 

1. Music of north of Iran 

2. Music of west –north of Iran 

3. Music of east-south of Iran 

4. Music of west –south of Iran 

5. Music of center 

Each type was explained shortly, but the main focus was on classical music. This 

section is ended with mentioning about the instruments that were used in Iranian 

music. Iranian music instruments divided into two groups: 

1.Classical music instruments 

2. Folk music instruments 

The second part of the thesis is about the comparison of Iranian classical 

music to Turkish classical music.  This section starts with the explanation of Iranian 

music terminology such as Gushe, Dastgah and Radiff and then describing scales and 

intervals and develops with explaining the intervals and scales. After clarifying 

Iranian music intervals, the Turkish music intervals explained. Then the comparative 

aspect explained by mentioning similarities and differences. Makams and intervals 

used in both Iranian and Turkish music were compared. In this section also the 

concert repertory of Turkish and Iranian music is compared. Firstly the intervals and 

theories existed in Iranian music were explained, continuing with the same subject in 

Turkish music. The aim of this comparison is to find out what they have in common 

according to their common theory basis. 

This part finishes with explaining the Fasil form in both music and comparing 

it in order to find out if these two musical cultures have something in common or not. 

It is mentioned about the history of Fasil form, then continuing by comparing it in 

both Iranian and Turkish music. By this comparison it can be found out that the Fasil 

form in Iranian music has completely changed and some new forms were replaced. As 

opposed to Iranian music, Turkish music continued using the same form. It can say 

that Turkish music is heritage of the old music and theories that the music of Iran has 

lost.  
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By focusing on these different subjects, it can be concluded that the Iranian 

music and Turkish music used almost the same theory in 13th century. After the Qajar 

period Iranian music started to change but still the intervals it similar to Turkish 

music in the aspect of intervals. According to this comparison we can get that the 

Turkish and Iranian music in between 13th to 16th centuries followed the same 

theoretical approaches. Historically they influenced in each other. What is known, as 

Iranian music is some collection that has been changed during Qajar period Although 

this music has its own structure but there existed some unclear points, According to 

the old scholars view the recent music is not completely different from the old system. 

The purpose of this thesis was to finding out those changes that happened gradually 

and comparing it to Turkish classical music. By focusing in each historical periods we 

can see that the Timurid and almost Safavid period music was similar to Turkish 

music, but this music in the beginning of the 18th century during Qajar period almost 

disappeared in Iranian music and started to developed in Turkish music. In the aspect 

of the theoretical views, we can see some similarities and differences in the intervals. 

In the aspect of forms we can say that from the old forms nothing existed in Iranian 

music and totally changed and the reason of this change is unclear. As opposed to 

Iranian music Turkish music uses some the forms and also developed them. 

 It would be possible to say that those changes and evolution happened 

because of tendency of westernization that started in the late 19th century. Referring to 

westernization it can be seen the trace of its influenced in both music. In both music 

cultures the influences of western music can be seen in the aspect of the staff notation 

and schools and material for education. Also the influences affected the intervals and 

the aspect of scales. The purpose of this thesis is defining those changes in the aspect 

of intervals.  
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2.1. IRANIAN MUSIC HISTORY 

The Iranian music can be divided into three periods: 

 1. Iranian music before Islam  

2.Iranian music after Islam until Qajar period  

3. Iranian music in Qajar period  

2.1.1. Iranian Music before Islam 

The history prior to the birth of Islam can be considered as ancient time. 

Before the onset of Islam seven dynasties existed in Iran: 

-Pishdadidan (1128-3569 B.C) 

-Kianian (708-1128 B.C) 

-Medes (550-708 B.C) 

-Achaemenids (330-550 B.C) 

-Seleucids (187-330 B.C) 

-Partian (224 B.C- 226 A.C) 

-Sasanids (224-652 A.C) 

Due to lack of written evidence, we know little about the tow first dynasties. 

Medes were Aryan races who established the first state in VII century BC and they 

ruled one hundred fifty eight years in Iran. Music and musicians were valued very 

much during the Medes and musicians were always present in the court activities. The 

famous musician of this period was named Augares. They ruled until the king Cyrus 

of the Achaemenids conquered them. 

The King Cyrus the great captured Medes territories and established a new empire of 

Achaemenids. The Acheamenids Empire was established under Zoroastrianism and 

was recognized as one of the greatest ancient empires of the world. Music played an 

important role in court life and religious rituals. Melodies were monophonic and 

simplistic using limited rhythm variety.  

There existed three types of music: 

-Religious music 
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-Music of the banquets 

-Military music 

They also had women musician tradition. They had ceremony of nowbat 

zadan in order to welcome sunrise and sunset.  

The instruments mostly used in Achaemenid period music were: 

Sornay,Tabl,Dohol,Jaam,Jaljal,Tabire,Kharmohre,Dammame,Gavdom,Nagho

us,Kous,Barbat,Naghareh,Sheypour,Senj,Kous.Achaemenids ruled for 20 years until 

they were conquered by Alexander the great. 

After that Iran became part of the Seleucids Empire which was established by 

the Greeks. The Greek kings who ruled for 143 years in these territories were never 

accepted by Iranian citizens and never enjoyed people collaboration so social 

infrastructure became weak. Therefore in that situation music couldn’t be developed. 

The Greek Kings prevalent the Greek music and literature and they had deep 

impression in the music of Iran in that period. 

After Seleucids, Partians ruled in Iran. The kings of this period were Iranian 

but they were affected by the Greek civilization. There existed more than sixty cities 

Iran of that period where Greek citizens lived there. Most of the people knew Greek 

language. In this period Iran was ruled by feudalism.  

 

\ 

Figure2.1The image of woman playing Harp (chang), in Seleucid’s period. 
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The last empire before Islam was Sasanid Empire which was established by 

Ardeshir Baabakan. This empire was complementary of Achaemenids and also based 

on Zoroastrianism. They ruled in Iran four hundred twenty eight years with 

approximately forty kings. Music flourished in this period and it was steamed at court. 

The Sasanid Kings were one of the greatest supporters of music. Four among them 

were important because of the changes they created in music situation and society. 

The first one was Ardeshir Babakan who established the empire and finished feudality 

in Iran, the second one was Bahram Gur who is famous for inviting 12000 musicians 

from India (.called khoniyagar in that period)1 from India. It is considered that the 

Persian music of that time was inspired by Indian music. The third one was Khosro 

Parviz. During his kingdom music reached its pick between VII and VIII centuries. 

This period is considered as a Golden age of Iranian music. The music of this period 

also was monophonic and it seemed as some pieces gathered in specific order and 

with limited melodic range (one tetra chord), similar to recent makams and always 

followed by poetry. The poetry of this period is syllabic poetry. The musicians of 

Sananid period were called “Gousan”. The musicians of this period were:Baarbod, 

Sarkesh,Nakisa,Baamshad,Kousan Navaagar,Azadvare Changi. 

 

The most important musician was Baarbod. He is considered as a founder of 

Persian music. It has been attributed the incation of seven modes 

“KHosravani”,Thirty derivative modes “Lahn” and three hundred sixty melodies 

“Dastaan”. He composed these corresponding to Zoroastrian calendar. The name of 

some of these pieces can be seen in Raddif of Persian music. The music of Sasanid 

period is considered as a basis of today Radiff. 

The instruments used in Sasanid period were 

Chang,Barbat,Naay,Sornay,Sheypour,Siyahnay,Nafir,Arghanoun,Choghaneh, 

Naghare and Dohol (see Fig.2.2). 

                                                

[1]. They called them Lori and Kavoli similar to the word Kowli (Gypsy), Sepanta, The perspective of 

Music in Iran, page 25 
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Figure2.2The image of hunting in Sasanid period located in Taghbostan of Iran, it can be seen 

the image of musicians in this piece during Khosrow Parviz II. 

 

2.1.2. Iranian music after Islam until Qajar period 

This section started with Arab dominance in Iran. The Dynasties of this period 

can be divided as mentioned below: 

-Arab dominance 

-Mongol invasion and Ilkanian 

-Timurids (799-911 A.H) 

-Safavid( 1148-906 A.H) 

-Afshar (1160-1148 A.H) 
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-Zandiye (1209-1163 A.H) 

-Qajar (1209-1344 A.H) 

As mentioned before all the dynasties before Islam were lasted with Sasanid 

empire, but the influences of them can be traced after Islam even in Arab courts. After 

Arab invasion Ian became under dominances of Arabs. 

After acceptance of Islam and fall of Sasanids, Iranian civilization influenced 

in Arab countries and they tried to ignore the Iranian roots. Arab culture didn’t have 

ant special music before except some simple one including Hoda, Nasab ,Rajaz and 

Ghena. 

Hodas were some songs which are sung by cameleers. They had some songs 

used in battles and combats like other civilizations, which were called Rajaz. Beside 

Rajaz they also had other type named Nasib, which also used in wars. Ghena was 

another kind that was consisting of some simple tunes and they used it in their 

banquets accompanied by poetry. They had a little variety of instruments. 

 After Arab dominance in Iran the two Sasanid and Arab culture combined and 

Arab became interested in Iranian music and their deficient instruments replaced 

Persian instruments. 

According to history books, Iranian music influences have begun before 

Islam, gradually became popular after Islam in Ommayyed court. According to 

written evident, after death of prophet the Caliphs of Rashedin ruled and they 

exaggerated in ruling Islamic orders and commandments based upon those music was 

prohibited. 

After Rashedin Caliphs, Omayyed dynasty established who changed caliphate 

to monarchy. In this period Arabs get involved with Iranian and they started to learn 

so many things including music. Islamic orders loose its importance. Omayyed kings 

interest for music and this was the reason of inviting musicians from Iran and 

Byzantine. Therefore some instruments such as chang Tanbour and Barbat became 

popular among Arabs. Abu Osman Saeed Ibn Mossajah was the first musician who 

prevalent Iranian music among Arabs. 

There existed so many Iranian musicians in their court who went to those 

territories by themselves or became slave. Most of them had Arabic name such as 
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Nashit Farsi, Moslem Ibn Mohrez, Younes Kateb and Saeb Khaser.They had to 

chosen Arabic name because it was a tradition in those times when they changed their 

religiond they had to change their to some name which was compatible to their new 

religion.2 

The next period was Abassids during which Islamic music relied on Iranian 

music. After Arab dominance and fall of sasanid poetry and music was not the same 

as before and weakened until gradually by establishment of some independent and 

semi-independent governments they achieved gradually their solidarity and syllabic 

(Hejayi) poetry was replaced by prosodic (Arouzi) poetry. 

Iranian culture became dominant during Abbasids period and it was one of the 

reasons that caused the Islamic civilization to be flourished. Baghdad was the cradle 

of Sasanid civilization.3  During Abbasid kingdom the influences of Iranians in the 

court was the principal motive for translating so many books from Farsi, Greek to 

Arabic. 

These books are: 

Alnagham fi Ighaae, Al Lahv-ol-malahi, Fil-Jamal- al- Musighi, Mafatih-ol- 

Olum,Al kafi- Fi-Mousighi, Al Edvar, Treaties of Sharafiye, Dorat-ol-Taj. 

The translation of these books showed that the importance of theoretical 

aspect of music from 10th century. 

The scholars who were written these treatises can be divided into two groups: 

-Scholars who were professional in both practical and theoretical aspect of 

music 

-Scholars who just focused on theoretical aspect of music. 

Musicians in abbasid court were: 

                                                

[2] Each Iranian after accepting Islam changed his name and chosen Arabic name, Mashhoon 

Hasan,History of Iranian music,p.86 

[3] During Sasanid period Irak was considered as a capital of Iran and a cradle of civilization, 

Mohammad Ali Imam Shoushtari, Music during Islamic period, p.80 
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Ibrahim mouseli, Ishagh Mouseli, Zariab,Mansour Zalal,Abu Jaafar Ibn 

Mohammad Ibn Hares, Ibn Khordad Beh, and Abass sarakhsi. 

Ibrahim Mouseli and his family are considered as the first family who 

influenced in music(Table no.1). 

After Arab dominance Iran faced another horrible period which was the 

Mongol invasion and after that Timurid dominance. 

Mongol invasion period is considered as the decadence period in Iran history. 

They destroyed culture and civilization, which was created in the past.  

They destroyed all the books, which were gathered and translated in Islamic 

centuries and also all the libraries. They killed all the scientist and scholars. All the 

cities turned to some ruins. Music also lost its importance and value. This period was 

one of the worst periods in Iran. Some scholars of Mongol period tried to keep what 

they learnt in order to transfer to future generation. Some families and some minister 

played an important role in this period among them we can mention Joveini family. 

Although Mongol period was one of the most unpleasant period but on the 

other hand is important because of the number of the scholars who had influences 

very much in later century. The presence of the mystics and Sufis was one of the 

important factors of preservation of music. The mystical viewpoints became more 

popular. The mystics and Sufis influenced in people deeply. After IV A.H many 

monasteries were created in Iran in order to distribute mystical views. One of the 

rituals that were common between these monasteries was Sema. This sema was one of 

the factors of surviving music from jurists and the group who were against music. The 

establishment of monasteries was flourished during Timurid period. 

After death of the last Mongol chief, Iran was decomposed by other chiefs 

therefore different dynasties ruled after Mongols in Iran, which made an instable 

situation. This period was called intermission (Fetrat) in Iranian music history, which 

was continued for four centuries from IX A.H to XIII A.H. Amir Teymour conquered 

those dynasties. He established Timurid dynasty, which was not very different from 

Mongols. During his kingdom Samarkand was the capital and the entire scholar and 

musicians were gathered there but after him, during Shahrokh reign the capital moved 

to Heart and Herat changed to a center for scholars and scientists.After Teymour his 

two son became king and each of them formed their own kingdom. Miranshah ruled 
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west of Iran, Irak and Georgia and Shahrokh ruled in Khorasan , Heart and 

Transoxiana. Each court was the center for scientists and musicians and scholars. 

After Shahrokh, Mirza Baysonghor supported musicians very much. 

Writing treatises were continued in this period specially they had been 

translated to Farsi after Safiyyodin. During Mongols Iranian becamse familiar with 

some new instruments such as Borghu, Dammame, Oud,Sheshdarghou, Yataghan , 

Korka and two Tanbur called Owzan and Qopuz. 

 There existed also some other instruments which can be seen in this period 

such as oud, chang ,kanun,kamanche, ney, sorna ,sheypour, kous and senj. 

In saffiyoddin period the musician tried to create some new rhythms. The 

music of this period was dependent on poetry and poetical rhythms. They tried to 

write down music and create some way of writing it so; they created some rules of 

tuning. 

This period is almost considered as a termination of theoretical aspect of 

music until Qajar period. Musicians and scholars of this period were: 

Abdolghader Maraghi, Rezvanshah, Banayi Heravi, Mirza Ali Changi, 

Kowkabi Bokharayi, Abolvafa Ibn Saeed, Hasan Nayi, Ghol Mohammad Udi, Ali 

Khanghahi and Ali Tanburi. 

By appearance of Safavid dynasty music became isolated. Safavid kings 

ignored music, poetry and literature. This period is one of the important periods in 

Iran history.Safavid king besides their kingship, considered themselves as a spiritual 

leader and religious preceptors. Their policy was based upon a religion. They created 

an independent government. Shah Ismail who was supported by some Turk races 

ancestors established Safavid dynasty.4In this period Shiite faith became official 

religion and Turkish became official language.5Because of religious policies of this 

                                                

[4] They were called redcapped who were gathered from different Turk tribes. They emphasized on the 

Shiite faith and tried to promote it. The Redcapped were supported by other Shiite tribes, Mashhoun, 

Hassan, p.275 

[5] After death of prophet Muslims faced some conflicts and they divided into two groups one followed 

Abubakr and the other one followed Ali as caliphate. These two groups later were called Shiite and 

Sunnite ,Mashhoun Hassan p.276  
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period religious laws and injunctions became dominant and mysticism was considered 

contradictory to those laws. Therefore during their rule mysticism was ignored and 

music, which was protected by those monasteries, was declined and most of the 

musicians and scholars immigrated to India. The reason of the decadence in music is 

the exaggerated religious believes and the influences of the jurists. Music was reduced 

to private gatherings and mostly used in religious ceremonies. The tradition of 

Nowbat still continued during sunrise and sunset. 

As opposed to music and literature industries and fine arts flourished. A great 

transformation can be seen in some arts such as painting and architecture. 

Musicians of this period are; 

Mirza mohammad kamancheyi, Mohammad Moemen Udi, Shahnavaz Tanbur 

Chahrtar, Soltan mohammad Tanbureyi, Mirza Hassan Tanbureyi. 

After this period, the appearance of Nader Afshar and the conflicts of kingship 

made the situation of Iran worst. The conflicts were lasted until Nader conquered Iran. 

He ruled for 12 years. He tried to empower the army and arrange the military affairs. 

He didn’t care very much about art and science. Despite of any special religious views 

he insisted on changing the shii faith. After he we killed, Iran faced another agitation 

until Karim Khan Zand became dominate and established Zandiye dynasty. 

Zandiye dynasty started with Karim Khan Zand reign as mentioned above 

between 1163 to 1209 A.H. He ruled for 16th years. During his reign music was 

flourished again. He moved capital to Shiraz. He respected very much scholars and 

artists. Music was protected in this period. About the musicians of this period it can 

be mentioned about two persons; Mirza Nasir Isfahani and Moshtagh Ali Shah 

Isfahani. The former was famous for adding fourth string of Setar, which is known as 

Moshtagh string. He was killed because of exaggerated religious believes.   

 

2.1.3. Iranian Music in Qajar Period 

After the Safavid Dynasty, the Qajar Dynasty was established in the 

eighteenth century. The Qajar period lasted for 135 years, and witnessed a succession 

of seven kingships: 
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-Agha Mohammad Khan 

-Fathali Shah 

-Mohammad Shah 

-Naserridin Shah 

-Mozafareddin Shah 

-Mohammad Ali shah 

-Ahmad Shah 

Agha Mohammad Khan ruled for two years. In contrast to Mohammad Khan’s 

short term, Fathali Shah ruled for thirty-eight years.  During his reign, Fathali Shah 

cared much about music and musicians. During Mohammad Shah’s kingship, musical 

culture greatly developed.  At this time, musicians were allied into camps called 

“Daste”.  Among them, two female groups were notably famous: 

-Mina group 

-Zohre group 

There also existed other groups of music (daste) such as, 

Moemen,Karim,Tavous,Mashallah,Etc. the court musicians and groups usually lived 

in capital and the other cities existed religious music singers and players. 

Actually Qajar kings never pay attention to music and musicians like Safavid 

period kings. In this period music was considered as something indecent and immoral 

according to religious believes. Therefore music reduced to private gatherings and 

mostly focused on solo performances. Musicians were not respected very much in this 

period and they lost their social rank that they earned it in the past. They were called 

“motreb” .The court musicians were called “Amaleye Tarab” and the king|’s favorite 

named as “amaleye tarabe khasse”. Due to this situation music reduced to private 

gatherings. 

One of the important events of Qajar period was constitutionalism. Due to 

tyranny of Qajar kings and the economic bankruptcy peoples became discontent and 

this dissatisfaction and displeasure lead to constitutionalism. The purpose of this 

event was freedom. So some secret associations created in order to get the 

constitutionalism goal. These associations supported people with their music and 

poetry by composing revolutionary song in order to distribute the dissatisfaction of 

the people. The most important among them was “ Okhovvat Society” which was 
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created by Safa ali Zahir-ol-doleh who was one of the dignitaries of Nasiridin Shah. 

He has democratic believes against tyranny. 

Another characteristic of Qajar period is the Western and European influences. 

Qajar kings were interested very much in Europe and Western civilization. These 

inspirations had started during Naseriddin Shah reign and reached its peak during 

Fathali Shah. The establishment of Dar-ol-fonun, Military music and music school is 

the result of these inspirations. 

The transformation of musical system from Makam to Dastgah is another 

important aspect of this period. The exact date of this change is not clear but 

approximately it happened in the end of Safavid period and the beginning of the Qajar 

period during Mohammad Shah and Naseriddin Shah. By disintegrating of the old 

music( makams) the master of music in order to prevent the conflicts and to create 

orders to teach , accomplished arranging Dastgah system. In Naseriddin Shah period 

some new parts added to the late selection. 

Besides those events some instruments such as robab, ud, qanun became 

isolated and replaced by other instruments like tar, setar, santour ,ney and kamanche. 

Naserddin Shah supported musicians very much. Some great musicians lived 

during his reign. The musicians of Naseri period can be divided into three 

generations: 

-Musicians of Naseriddin Shah period 

-Students of those musicians 

-Musicians after World War II  

According to the instruments they played they can be divided into three 

groups: 

-Kamanche players: 

Khoshnavaz, Agha Motalleb,Ismail Khan, Gholi Khan,Mousa Kaashi, Bagher 

Khan Rameshgar, Alireza Changi, Mirza Gholam Hossein Khan Esmailzadeh 

-Tar players: 
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Agha Aliakbar Khan, Agha Gholamhossein Khan,  Yousef Khan Safayi, 

Mirza Abdollah, Agha Hosseingholi, Gholam hossein Darvish, Agha Mohammad 

Irani Mojarrad and Seyyed Hossein Khalife 

After Mouseli family who were considered as a first music family there 

existed another family who played great role in invention of dastgah system. Agha 

Aliakbar Khan family is the second music family. He had two sons named Mirza 

Abdollah and Agha Hosseingholi. The creation of Radiff6 is attributed to 

them.(Tables no.2,3). 

Santour players: 

Santour Khan, Mohammad Sadegh Khan, Samaa Hozour, Ali Akbar Shahi, 

Hasan Santouri 

 

Ney players: 

Soleyman Isfahani, Ibrahim Aghabashi, Gholi Khan, Nayeb Asadollah 

Singers: 

Darvish Hassan Khan, Seyyed Hossein Taherzadeh, Abdollah Isfahani, Ali 

Khan Nayeb-ol-soltan 

There also existed some women musicians in Qajar court but the just appeared 

in family gathering “Andarun”. Among them can be mentioned the names below: 

Taj-ol-soltan daughter of Naseriddin Shah, Soltan Khanoom and Sakineh 

Khanoom. 

2.2. Iranian Music Classification 

2.2.1. Religious Music 

In Islaam orders Shiite and Sunnite is not mentioned about music except the 

melodical recitation of Quran and Azaan. There isn’t existed any special term for 

music in Islamic cultures, however a wide variety of religious music existed. Also 

                                                

[3] Persian music repertory 
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there are no statements in Quran, which condemn music. The ban of music was 

created by some   Islamic jurists who established addmissionable (halaal) and in 

addmissionable (haraam)7.This differentiating was appeared after prophet’s death in 

9th century. 

Their existed different type of religious music in Iran as be mentioned below: 

-Azaan 

-Monajaat 

-Rowzeh 

-Nowhe 

-Ta’ziyeh 

Azaan is call to prayers in order to proclaim the prayers, played by military 

bands or nagharekhane. By the 19th century is almost disappeared, only in the shrine 

of Imam Reza in Mashhad still continue, the vocal consists of eight passages in Shiite. 

Munaajaat is another type of religious music. It is a kind of manifesting 

devotion and appreciation to god. The famous singers of this type were: 

 Andalib Isfaahaani, Ghorbaan Khaan ghazvini,Ali khan Nayebol saltaneh, 

Jenaab Damaavandi. 

The worship of 12 Imam specially the death of Imam Hossein in the battle of 

Karbala developed some specific genres of religious music such as Nowhe 

(Lamentation) and Rowzeh (Recitation) and Ta’ziyeh (drama). 

Nowhe is mouring ceremony; it took place in the anniversary of Imam 

Hossein death and Karbala event in 10th  of Muharrem. It is one of the widespread 

kinds of religious music during lamentation days. In this type of music one person 

sings some verses in specific rhythm usually based on Persian music 

repertory“Radiff”.  Some parts of Nowhe are called “Dam”. This dam section was 

sung by mourners group on the rhythmic figures in procession called “dastegardani” 

which his directed by a leader. Male just participate in this daste gardani. The move in 

rhythm by passing the alleys, singing Nowhe verses (dirges) simultaneously beating 

                                                

[7] The idea of secular and scared music 
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their breast( sinezani) or striking their shoulder by small boundle of chains 

(zanjirzani). In 7th and 8th centuries this music became dominant and the mourners 

lamented shii Imams and Karbala event. Nowhe flourished in Safavid period during 

shah Abbass reign. After Shiite became official religion Nowhe and Rowze became 

more popular in Moharrem days. In Qajar period. 

 

According to the conditions, different Dastgahs were sung for instance, for 

expressing battles and wars, chahargah and Homayoun were used and for explaining 

difficulties of Imam family Segah, Afshari,Abuataa and Dashti were used. 

The famous poets who wrote nowhe verses were: 

Yaghmaay Jandaghi, Vesaal Shiraazi and Mohtasham Kaashaani. 

Another type of religious music is Rowzeh which a chant recitation about 

martyr’s lives. These are explained by singing nowhe (dirges). 

The Rowzeh singers are some virtuos and the vocal material is based on 

Persian music repertory radiff. It can be applied for any time of the year. Mostly men 

participated in these ceremonies. Women can also attend it, sitting separately in 

closed all-female indoor gatherings.  

The famous Rowzeh singers of Qajar period were:  

Haaj Taaj Neyshaabouri,Sheykh Ali Zargar, Bagher  Jandaghi,Taaher 

khoraasaani ,Sheykh Hassan Kaashaani,Sheykh Assadollah, Ehteshaam Saadaat 

Tabaatabayi,Sadr Isfahaaniand Seyyed Habibollah Setayeshgar. 

 

Ta’ziye is another type of religious music. This music is some kind of 

religious drama with special traditions as opposed to it’s meaning there is no 

obligation for being sad. At the beginning contained some sorrowful events but 

afterward by getting new social position in “Tekkiye Dowlat” (see fig.2.7) in Tehran 

and getting representative aspect the subject changed to joyful events.This kind of 

music was created after some centuries based on different subjects such as social, 

religious, cultural and philosophical. The exact date of its birth is not clear (see 

fig.2.3,2.4,2.5). 
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Ta’ziye is the complete form of Nowheh, Rowzeh ,shabihsazi,dastegardani 

and naghali( minstrelsy). 

The combination of Rowzekhani with Dastergardani gradually created 

religious drama. These two step by step became complicated until in the second half 

of 18th century replaced by new dramatic play called Ta’ziye. Beginning of 16th 

century Shiite announced as an official religion of Iran by safavid kings in order to 

integrate Iran from Ottomans and Arabs. Ta’ziye didn’t exist during safavid period. In 

the beginning of  Qajar period Ta’ziye flourished because of kings and merchant 

supports. 

During Fath-ali Shah Iran and Russia relation developed. King,after visiting 

Russian plays and theatres encouraged to create some religious dramas in 

Iran(Mashhoun,1994). 

Besides that, Ta’ziye in Iran was influenced with European theatres. In Qajar 

period, as mentioned because of the king’s support, especially Nasereddin shah, 

Ta’zoye flourished. In this period, the religious form of Ta’ziye was maintain in 

villages, but in cities it’s purity and simplicity. It changed to some serious play. 

Shabih khani replaced by full detail and complicated play. 

Also a new form of Ta’ziye was created called “Gushe” which was about 

ancient storied and some times history and myths. These Gushes was created before 

Naserridin Shah. The context of this Gushe was simple and vulgar. These derivatives 

were played before the Ta’ziye considered as an introduction. Gradually these Gushes 

were separated from Ta’ziye and got an independent form. The music of Ta’ziye 

based on three elements: 

 

1.Instrumental music 

2.vocal music 

3.Dramaical aspects 

The main factor was vocal music. This music in one aspect based on Iranian 

traditional music and on the other hand was continuation of the old makams. 

The ban of music by the Shiite jurists and the existences of some religious 

rituals and the narration tradition in old times made Ta’ziye important. 
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In vocal music of Ta’ziye the Persian music repertory was important in the 

structure of Ta’ziye. Each role song in fix makams for instance, Abbas role sang song 

in Chahargah, Hor in Irak, Zeynep in Gabri. 

In some parts there existed chorus who sang in nowhe form. Ta’ziye usually 

started with pishkhani that contain small instrumental part that performed with 

trumpet, sorna and sheypour. 

The vocal part was sung in different forms: 

-Recitation 

-Narration: religious and epical 

Instrumental music of Ta’ziye an be divided into two parts: 

-Ceremonial, formal music that played by military music band before the play. 

The instruments of this group were; Gavarge, sorna,Karnaa,Tabl and Sheypour 

-The instrumental music that accompanied almost all part of the play. The 

players didn’t exceeded more than seven persons.The instruments were; 

Sheypour,Sorna,Karnaa,Kous,Dohol,Naghare,Senj,Tabl and Trumpet. 

 

Ta’ziye abandoned gradually because of two reasons: 

1-disaproportionate developments of the elements both musical and 

dramatically 

2-The ban of Ta’zoye by the government and political situation 

During Reza Shah Ta’ziye was forbidden. Because in Qajar period, Iran and 

Turkey governments tried to support Shiite in Iran and Sunnite in Turkey,therefore 

they used the religious manifestation in order to get their goals.After fall of Qajar 

dynasty this conflict solved and the two country became friend. Reza Shah for 

preventing any kind of religious mourning and divesting all conflicts against Sunnite 

and respecting Turkey forbade this type of play. 

The important Ta’ziye singers were: 

Seyyed Hossein Shabih, Seyyed Ahmad Khan. Gholi KHaan 

Shaahi,Abolhassan Eghbaal Aazar. 
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Figure 2.3. Taziye 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Taziye 

 

 
Figure 2.5. Taziye 
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2.2.2. Iranian Military Music 

The origin of Iranian military music goes to Achaemenids period, king Cyrus 

the great. It can be divided into two period: 

-Before Islam 

-After Islam 

Before Islam during Acheamenids they used this music in assaults, battles and 

military plans and also in banquets and feasts. 

The music showed the stability of the army and supported the soldiers 

spiritually. The instruments can be also divided into two groups: 

1-feast instruments such as Ney,Barbat,Sorna and percussion instruments 

2-Battle instruments such as Kous, Katnaa,Naghare,Tabl,Dohol,Tabire and 

Sheypour 

During Sasanid period, military music was used also in order to show the 

stability of the army. The music was important according to two aspects: 

1-For strengthening and emboldening army and frightening enemy 

2-Military music musicians esteemed as the commanders were esteemed 

 

As result the military music instruments can be divided into two genres 

according to these two periods: 

-Wind instruments; 

Borghou, Bough, Kharmohre, Rarghayn, Nay, Shaakh, Nafir, Sheypour, 

Ghanderoud, Karmil, Karnaay, Gaavdom, Naaghour and Nafir 

-Percussion instruments which divided in two groups: 

1-Memranophones; the instruments that used skin in their structure and are 

played with a stick or a strap, such as Tabl, Tabire, Kous, Naghare 
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2-Idiophones;the instruments which doesn’t have skinand played by iron 

knockers, such as, Jaras, Aynepil, Daraay, Dabdabeh, Dohol, Rouineh kham, Zang, 

Senj and Gavargeh. 

After Islam the music changed to Nowbat zadan, it called Nowbat because it 

was played in different times of the day in order to inform people especially during 

sunrise and sunset. The musicians played this music were called “ Nowbati” or 

“Nowbatzan”. These musicians were in charge of playing in battles and military 

ceremonies. Besides this music also used in other situations such as: 

-Announcing the presence of king 

-Announcing the new monarchy 

-Manifesting king’s orders 

-Inauguration ceremonies 

In Safavid period they used this music in just two cases: 

1-Sunrise and Sunset 

2-Oficial ceremonies of the court 

During Qajars they used Nowbat more: 

-Sunrise and sunset 

-Feast days 

-Fasting month 

-Royal Cavalry and horseracing 

-Ta’ziye 

The instruments used in Nowbat are: 

Naghare,Sornaay,Karnaay and Gavargeh 

By the 10th A.H the term Nowbat and Nowbatkhane disused and replaced by 

Naghare and Nagharekhane.The nagharekhane music was used for almost same 

purposes. Percussion and wind instruments are mostly used in this music such as: 

Karnaay, Bough,Nafir, Kous,Naghare , Dohol and Tabl. 

Nagharekhane can be divided into two groups: 
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1-State Nagharekhane (see fig.2.6) 

2-Religious nagharekhane(Darvishi,2005) 

In the case of state nagharekhane, it can be seen that in different region of Iran 

rulers dedicated especial location to Nagharekhane. In Safavid period these 

Nagharekhane developed and continued in Afshar and Zandiye the same until in 

Qajar period became more important and got luxurious aspect. The naghare players in 

addition to their routine responsibilities, they also had to play in private ceremonies of 

the court and some religious rituals like Ta’ziye. 

Besides Tehran existed nagharekhane in other cities as well such as Shiraaz, 

Mahhad,Ghazvin and Isfahan. 

In Qajar period after being acquainted with the European army and being 

equipped with cannon, rifle and guns the military music also changed. During 

Nasereddin Shah reign military music in European style was taken place of 

Nagharekhane. These changes happened by the establishment of Dar-ol-alhan school. 

This school was the first school established in Iran by Mirza Taghi Khan Amir Kabir. 

His main purpose of opening his school was training people in different field of study 

such as medicine, foreign languages and military strategies instead of sending people 

abroad for studying. Afterwards, another branch was added to Dar-ol-fonun called 

military music branch in order to train some player for the new military band. 

Therefore for getting this goal they invite a French teacher named Lumier. After some 

times, the first royal music bunch in European style established. 

After this period during constitutionalism some the extravagant 

constitutionalist wanted to close down this tradition but they couldn’t. 

 
Figure 2.6Nagharekhane of army     Figure2.7 Tekiyye dowlat 
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About the Religious nagharekhane, it can be mentioned that in some holy, 

religious places also existed nagharekhane especially in burial location of Shiite 

imams. This kind of nagharekhane also showed the spiritually stability and power of 

the Shiite imams. 

Religious nagharekhane are used for informing and announcing sunrise and 

sunset for praying. These nagharekhanes existed in threshold of shiie imam such as: 

-8th imam in Mashhad (see fig. 2.8) 

-The threshold of 8th imam’s brother. shahe cheragh in Shiraaz 

-Ashrafiye in Gilaan 

Today just the 8th imam nagharekhane is go on and the others are almost died. 

This nagharekhane in Mashhad is used two time a day each time played for 20 

minutes, first 10 minutes before sunrise and second 10 minutes before sunset. This is 

their routine but also they play in other cases: 

-In religious feast( Ghadir, Fetr and Sacrifices) 

-The birthday of Shiite imams especially 8th imam’s birthday 

-Fasting month; they play three time in this month, two hours before morning 

azan, 15 minutes before sunrise and 15 minutes before sunset 

The players divided into two groups: 

1-Karnaa players 

2-Naghare players 

The head of naghare players called “Sarchaashnizan” and the head of Karnaa 

players named”Sarnavaaz”. 

The instruments used in Nagharekhane are: 

Naghare(see fig 2.10), Gavargeh(see fig 2.11) ,Karnay(see fig 2.9). 

 

Figure 2.8 Nagharekhane of 8th Imam’s shrine 
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Figure 2.9 karnaa 

 

Figure 2.10. naghare 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Gavarg 
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2.2.3 The Folk Music of Iran 

The folk music of Iran is the music of different tribes live in different pasrt of 

country. According to their geography regions, its better to call it regional music. 

Most of this type of music is so old and it’s a heritage of ancient generations. And 

some other comes from people who immigrated to this country, such as Arabs, 

Turkman and Afircans. The music if them belongs to regional music genre. The 

geographical division is important.  We can divided this type of music according to 

their location into five groups: 

1.Music of eastern-northern of Iran 

2.Music of western-northern of Iran 

3.Music of eastern-southern of Iran 

4.Music of western-southern of Iran 

5.Music of the central part 

The music of these regions are related to each other. The regional music is 

based on solo performance or singing and improvisation, often in some cultures such 

as southern parts we can see ensemble, which is influenced by the African culture. 

The concept of composing cannot be seen in regional music as it existed in 

Turkish music and Iranian classical music. This music transmitted by aural tradition. 

There existed four types of instruments: 

1.Aerophones 

2.Memranophones 

3.Ideophones 

4.Cordophones 

Some instruments used more  in some areas for instances in southern areas, 

the Ideophones used very much and in some other cordophones used much, specially 

in rhythmic movements(dance). In Iran the term dance never used, instead of that  

they game such as choup baazi( stick game),Tofang baazi( gun game). 
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In somr regions instruments have holy aspects probably this holiness rooted in 

ancient time. Another type of regional music is the music of shepherds that played 

with ney. Also ther existed some rituals with special name such as “ Zaar”, 

“Nowbaan”,etc. These come from Africa. The other music existed in this type is epic 

and narrative music which are based on the old stories and narrations. This type 

existed in in Turkish spoken areas, in the north-east regions. 

As mentioned before the regional music are related to ezch other and also they 

have relationship with  some other countries for example the music of west 

Azerbayezan province has relations with Turkish music , the music of kordestan has 

relation with  Irak, etc. It can be seen the inter relationship between cultures. 

2.2.4. Iranian Classical Music 

2.2.4.1. The transformation of makam to Dastgah 

The invention of radif is unclear. This transformation most probably took 

place in some period between 17th to 19th centuries, end of Safavids and the beginning 

of Qajar. It is certain that this great change happened gradually from the middle of 

safavid until the end of Qajar, (Asadi, 2008,47-48). 

The process of this converting can be traced in some treatises of the mentioned 

periods by focusing on the meaning of Dastgah the way of using it by the writers. For 

the first time the term Dastgah was used in order to express the cyclic form of makam 

that consist if several modes. Then gradually the makam system found a new structure 

that divided into four grouping pieces called dastgah in order to be able to classifying 

it easily. After while during Fath Ali Shah Qajar those four dastgah converted into 12 

which forms the basis of Iranian classical music. In the end of the Qajar period those 

12 dastgah renewed. Therefore according to treatises it can be concluded that the 

Dastgah were used in the past and the late Qajar period they renewed and considered 

as a foundation of the Iranian music (Asadi, 2008,48). 

However the concept of Radif is something used recently according to the old 

resources. It may be created by the influences of the western music in order to gather 

material for study(Farhat,1998,20). 

To understand the classical Persian music it is necessary to learn some special 

literature used in the explanation of the theory of Iranian Classical Music. By 
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explaining the definition off music we face new terms that the definition of which it 

can be helpful to understand the classical music. Three words that used in radif , 

Gusheh, Dastgah and are essential concepts in Persian music . 

2.2.4.2 Definition of Gusheh 

Gushehs are small pieces with different length. These pieces are located in the 

dastgah. They have different characters (rhythmic, modulation and melodic). These 

gushesh formed the structure of Dastgahs. They can be divided into two groups of 

primary and secondary. The first one are peculiar to the Dastgah and the second group 

are almost independent that are annexed to Dastgah(Shirazi,1988). In some other view 

the term avaz is used same as gushe(Vaziri,1990,28). 

The secondary Gushehs can be used for “Morrakabkhani”.These Gusheh also 

considered as group of three to six note motives( Farhat, 1999).There existed almost 

500 Gushehs in the modal system of Iranian Music. The NUMBER OF gushes are not 

fixed it depends on each version and master. 

By mentioning about division of Gushehs at the beginning we can classify 

them in some other way; according to their character and structure. In this aspect 

these Gushehs can be divided into three groups: 

1.Rhythmic 

2.Melodic/Metric 

3.Modulative 

The rhythmic Gushehs can be also divided into two groups: 

1.Prosodical 

2.Rhythmic figures 

According to interrelation between poetry and music, there existed some 

rhythmic gushes that the structure of which is based on prosody. In poetry the terms 

such as fa’e,fa’el and fa’elon. In music these terms changed to TAN TANAN 

TANANAN. 

The rhythimic gushes that based on prosody are: 

Kereshme,Chaharpare,Bastenegar,Zangule and Naghmeh 
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These gushes are existed almost in all of the 12 modes. They used almost the 

same in all Dastgahs. The important thing in this type of gushes is the shortness and 

longitude of syllables(Table no.4). 

Kereshme sometime is used as a independent piece and in some other gushe 

just the rhythm appear or some variants of the kereshme. Most of them are based on 

prosodic rhythm(Table no.4.1). 

The main pattern in kereshme is: 

TA’NAN TA’NAN TA’NA’NAN TAN  

And based on poetry rhythm: MAFAELON FAELATON 

 

This rhythmic pattern can be seen in follwing gushes: 

Razavi and Owj in Dastgah Shour, Kereshme in Dastgah Chahargah, 

Kereshme, Khaavaraan, Delkash in Dastgah mahoor. 

It can be developed in three ways: 

 

1.Replacement of long syllable by the short 
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2.Elimination of long syllable at the end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.Replacement of short syllable to two short syllables 

      

 

Kereshmee gushes can be divided into two groups: 

1.Gushehs entitled Kereshme 

2.Gushes with different name but kereshme rhythmic pattern                      
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After kereshmeh the second gushe that based on prosodic rhythm is called 

“Chaharpareh”. The poetic rhythm is: 

MOTEFAAELON MOTEFAAELON 

And the rhythmic pattern is TANANAN TANAN. 

Replacing and eliminating some parts of kereshme create this gushe. This pattern can 

be seen in Abuataa and Mahour(Table no.4.2). 

 

 

 

Batenegar is another rhythmic gushe that follows this pattern: MOTEFAAELON 

FAULON /TANANAN TANAN TANAN TAN. Batenegar can be seen in 

Chahargah, Afshari and Segah. 
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Again it is created by changing parts of  kereshme . 

 

Zangule has the following pattern; TANA TANA TAN TAN TAN TAN(Table 

no.4.3).

                                                                                                             

 

Naghme existed in Shour ,Homayoun, Segah, Chahargah, Bayate Tork and Isfahan. 

This gushe can be classified in three groups: 

1.Rhythmic/Melodic that the melodic structure in the aspect of ascending and 

descending is important 

2.Naghme with kereshme pattern 
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3. Naghme based on first and second variation of kereshme 

 

Second group of rhythmic gushes are rhythmic figures. These rhythmic figures are 

based on descending sequence melodies. In these types the rhythm and melody both 

are important as opposed to the first group in which the rhythm played an important 

role. It can be focused on two aspects in this kind of gushes: 

1.Rhythm and its changes 

2.The process of melodic developments 

These figures appear in Chahargah,Mahour,Segah,Nava by the gushes called 

“khosravani and Hazin. 

 

Khosravani figure                                Hazin Figure 

          

Melodic gushes are some small pieces in each Dastgah that the melody progression is 

important by which the character of Dastgah can be recognized. Each Dastgah has it’s 

own melodic gushes. 

  We are going to mention some examples of this type in each Dastgah: 
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Datgah Shour:Rohab-Zirkashsalmak(cd2, track1-2) 

Avaz Dashti:Gilaki-Bidegani(cd 2,track 6-7) 

Avaz Bayat-e Tork:Rouh-al-arvah –Mehrabaani(cd 2 tracks8-9) 

Avaz Abuata: Gabri (cd 2, track 11) 

Dastgah Segah:Takhte Taghdis- Masihi(cd2,tracks 14-15) 

Dastgah Nava: Gardouniye-Gavesht(cd2, tracks20-21) 

Dastgah Homayoun:Raz-o-niyaz- Lieli o Majnoun (cd3,tracks 1-2) 

Dastgah Chahargah:Zangeshotor-Pahlavi (cd3, tracks 6-7) 

Avaz Isfahan:Souzp Godaz (cd3, track 27) 

Mahour:Nasirkhani( cd3, track 12) 

The other gushes, which are used very much, is the modulation gushes that are used 

for changing the modes of Dastgah by going from one to other. They have their own 

specific mode; they are used as a bridge between two dastgah. In these gushes the 

leading note (shahed) is important. These gushes are: 

Dastgahe Shour:Golriz,Salmak,Ozzal(cd2, tracks3 to 4) 

Avaz Dahti:Owj (cd 2,track 7) 

Avaz Abuata:Hejaz,Ramkeli(cd 2, track12-13) 

Avaz Bayat-e Tork: Feyli (cd 2, track15) 

Avaz Afshari:Irak (cd 3, track 26) 

Dastgah Segah:Zabol,Mokhalef,Mouye ( cd 2, tracks 16 to 18) 

Dastgah Homayoun:Mavalian,Chakavak,Bidad (cd 3 tracks 3 to 5) 

Dastgah Mahour:Delkash, dad, feyli. Shekaste, Irak ( cd 3 tracks 13 to 17) 

Dastgah Chahrgah:Zabol,Mouye,Hesar,Mokhalef ( cd 3, tracks 8 to 11) 

DastgahRastPanjgah:Parvaneh,Rouhafza,Panjgah,Oshagh,Tarz,Nowrouz saba,Farang 

Dastgah Nava:Raje,Neyshaburak,Khojaste( cd 2 ,tracks 22 to 24) 
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2.2.4.3. Definition of Dastgah 

Dastgah is another concept in Persian music. The creation of this system is 

attributed to two masters Mirza Abdollah(1843-1918) and Agha 

Hosseingholi(died1913).Dastgah in contemporary music of Iran is a collection of 

some gushes that traditionally organized and eanch of them has it’s own mode 

(Farhat.1990,42).This grouping is based on the type of the intervals in the aspect of 

serenity according to manuscripts(Shirazi,1987). 

The modes of Dastagh can be divided into three groups: 

1.Primary modes 

2.Secondary modes 

3.Modulation modes 

These three based on three factors: 

1.Melody progression 

2.Production of melody 

3.Melodic formulas 

Primary mode is the mode by which Dastgah is recognized. This mode can be 

seen in an introductory gushe called Daramad(Asadi,2008,47).During explains 

Daramad as an identity of Dastgah. 

Secondary modes contain same melodic range as the introductory gushe, 

however the position of the intervals changes.  

The modulation modes are using for transferring melody progression to 

another mode by changing the leading note (Shahed). 

Dastgah can also be divided into two groups of primary and secondary. The 

primary dastgah are: 

Dastgah Shour(Table no.5.1), Dastgah Homayoun(Table no.5.2), Dastgah 

Segah(Table no.5.3), Dastgah Chahargah(Table no.5.4), Dastgah Nava(Table no.5.5), 

Dastgah Mahour(Table no.5.6), Dastgah Rastpanjgah(Table no.5.7). 

The secondary ones are called Avaz and they derived from two primary 

dastgahs Shour and Homayoun: 
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Avaz Abuata(Table no.5.8), Avaz Dashti(Table no.5.9), Avaz Bayat-e Tork(Table 

no.5.10),Avaz Afshari(Table no.5.11) derived from Dastgah Shour. 

Avaz Isfahan(Table no.5.12) derived from Dastgah Homayoun. 

Therefore there existed seven Dastga (Primary groups) and five Avaz 

(secondary groups) in Iranian classical music(Table no.8). 

 

2.2.4.4 Definistion of Radif 

Radif is a collection of all Dastgah and Traditional Avaz of the Iranian 

classical music that according to different version, instrumental and vocal, consist of 

250-300 gushes (Asadi.2008,47-48). 

According to Nettl, the collection of those melodic materials into a single 

musical system is called Radif. He believed that this is a result of western music 

influences and the effects of concerts. Radif is considered as a Persian classical music 

repertory consist of 200-300 pieces organized in 12 modes, Dastgah(Nettl,1991,484). 

This repertory is the basis of education and performance and is based on aural 

transmissions. It is a model for improvisation. 

There existed two viewpoint about improvisation: 

1.The improvisation can be done in two ways; one small and simple the same 

as what learnt from the model and the second one is grand, using the basis of the 

model including modulations (caron,Safvat,1966,350-351). 

2.In the second view also there is two way; one use the elements of the Radif 

potentioally based on gushes but in a different way using some ornamentations, 

second one is almost the same as the Radif. The first way is called less conservative 

and the second is called conservative,(Nettl,1974,406). 

Ali Akbar Khan Farahani master of Tar creates Radif. At the beginning it was 

just created for Tar and Setar but today is almost played by all the instruments. As 

mentioned before, this repertory was taught by oral tradition. After being effected by 

western music, musicians tried to write it. 
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There existed two version of Radif: 

1.Instrumental; Radif of Mirza Abdollah and Agha Hossein Gholi 

            2. Vocal; Radif of Abdollah Davami and Mahmoud Karimi 

 

2.3 Iranian Instruments 

Iranian music instrument can be divided into two sections: 

-Persian classical music instruments,are: 

Tar,Setar,Kanun,Santur,Kamanche,Ney and Tombak 

-Persian folk music instruments,such as: 

Robab,Gheychak,Tanbur,Dohol and Sorna 

Groups of Instruments: 

-Plucked-String:Tar,Setar,Tanbur,Robab 

-Bowed-string:Kemanche,Gheychak 

-Hammered-string:Santur 

-Wood-wind:Ney,Sorna 

-Percussion:Tombak,Dohol 

Persian Classical music Instruments: 

Tar 

It is plucked instrument,plated in Iran.It is carved from a block of mulberry 

wood.It has a deep curved body with two bulges shape.The upper part is shaped like 

two hearts of different size join at the point(see fig.2.12).The sound box consist of 

two parts,the small part is called Naghareh and the large part is called Kaseh.The 

sound box is covered by lambskin.It has a bridge which is placed on the lower part of 

the sound box(see fig.2.13).There existed fingerboard which consisted of 22 to 28 

movable frets(see fig 2.14). 
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Figure2.12 Tar 

 
  Figure2.13Tar,bridge                                  Figure 2.14 Tar Pegs 

Setar 

It is a plucked instrument.It is made of thin mulberry wood and it has a 

fingerboard with 25 frets. 

 

             Figure2.15 Setar 

Santur 

It is a hammered instrument with 72 strings which  arranged on adjustable 

tuning pegs in 18 quadruple sets,nine in the low register with bronze string and nine 

in middle register with steel strings(see fig 2.16).It can be made from different woods 

depending on the desired sound quality. 
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                                            Figure2.16 Santour 

 

                                                                  

Kamanche 

It is bowed string instrument with a hollow(empty) hard wood body and thin 

stretched skin. It has cylindrical neck and four strings.It is played vertically(see fig 

2.21). 

 

                            Figure 2.18 Kamanche 

Ney 

It is wood wind instrument.It has five holes in front and one thumb hole in the 

back.It has two and half range.The upper end is covered by a short brass 

cylinder;Sound is produced when a stream of air is directed by the tongue toward the 

opening of the instrument (see fig.2.19). 

 

 Figure 2.19 Ney 
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Tombak 

It is percussion instrument which has a large wooden structure covered with 

the goat skin.(see fig 2.20) 

 

                                         Figure 2.20Tombak 

 

Folk music instruments 

Gheychak 

It is a bowed-string instrument.It is played in folk music in the southeastern of 

Iran.It consists of two large holes on the upper side near the finger board and one on 

the lower part which is covered with skin.It has four strings.The sound box is like a 

upside down anchor.It is played vertically (see fig 2.21). 

 
Figure 2.21Gheychak 

Tanbur 

It is made of mulberry wood.It has four strings pass over an irony bridge 

which rest on the wooden face of resonator.It has a fingerbroad with ten to fifteen 

frets on it 
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 Figure 2.22Tanbour 

Sorna 

It is a wood wind instrument with seven finger hole in front and one thumb 

hole in the back.It is double reed instrument.The size of it is about 30 to 45 cm. 

Robab 

It is plucked string instrument made of mulberry wood with six strings.The 

face is made of a goat skin.It has a short finger board with 10 frets on it (see fig 2.23). 

 
Figure2.23Robab 

Dohol 

It is a percussion instrument made of wooden cylinder shape.The head is 

covered by animal skin(see fig 2.24) . 

 

Figure2.24 Dohol 
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3. THE COMPARISON OF IRANİAN MUSİC AND OTTOMAN TURKİSH 

MUSİC 

3.1.The intervals Of  Iranian Music  

There existed different views about the iranian music intervals and theory that 

in some aspect they have in common and some other aspect they are not. We are 

going to mention about some of these views. 

The first one is the Mehdi Barkeshli, his theory is based on the medieval 

scholares theory specially Farabi and Safi-al-din Ormavi. In Farabi theory the interval 

that used in fretting are based on Lima and Comma, the Pythagorean intervals. The 

octave concsists of two tetrachord plus one whole tone. Each tetrachord included five 

tone and four intervlas. The intervals names based on the four finger positions: 

1.Motlagh( Open string) 

2.Sababe( Indicator finger) 

3.Vosta 

4.Bencer( Ring finger) 

5. Khencer( Small finger) 

Pythagorean tetrachord consist of two Lima and one Comma;90 

cent+90cent+24cent.8 

In order to make a scale, the same intervals repeated plus one Limma at the 

end.Therefore according to this view Iranian music scale is adopted the Phytagorean 

scale concept. 

Barkeshli conluded that all the whole tones and half tones in Persian music are 

fixed amd they are equal to intervals used in Pythagorean classification. In his 

tetrachords existed three inconstant tones; 89 cent, 120 cent. And 181 cent. He 

persisted that the 120 cent intervals as  a characteristic of persian music. He classifies 

persian music intervals as mentioned below(see fig 3.1): 

The half tones: 

                                                

[8 ] Lima=90 cent and Comma = 24 cent 
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1.Limma= 90 cent 

2.Limama +Comma=90cent +24 

3.Limma+ Limma= 90+90 

The whole tone: 

Limma+ Limma+ Comma= 90 cent + 90cent+24 

Therefore existed five whole tone and two half tones in one octave so he 

conluded that the iranian usic scale consist of 22 intervals. 

HALF	  TONES	   WHOLE	  TONE	  
INTERVAL	   CENT	   INTERVAL	   CENT	  
Limma	   90	   Limma+Limma+Comma	   90+90+24	  
Limma	  +	  Comma	   90+24	   	  	   	  	  
Limma	  +	  Limma	   90+90	   	  	   	  	  

Figure no.3.1 

In the other theoretical view the existance of the scales in Iranian music is 

rejected.Based upon this view the idea of  octave scale is created in recent times in 

order to impose the theory of Persian music get in line with the principles of western 

music (Farhat,1998,36). Scales can be seen artificially but they don’t represent it. 

According to Farhat the intervals of Iranian Music are(see fig 3.2): 

1.Major Second( Whole tone) 204 cent 

2.Minor Second( Half tone) 90 cent 

3.Major nuclear tone160 cent 

4.Minor nuclear tone 135 cent 

5.Annexed tone 270 cent 

	   	   	  

INTERVAL	  NAME	   CENT	  
Major	  second	   204	  
Minör	  second	   90	  
Major	  nuclear	  tone	   160	  
Minör	  nuclear	  tone	   135	  
Annexed	  tone	   270	  

Figureno.3.2 
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The foundation of Iranian music is based on Terachord and penthachords. The 

term octave is not important. The number of intervals used in Iranian music is 

seventheen but all of them are not used at the same time. 

According to Safvat, the intervals used in this music are: 

¾=45 cent . 1+1/4=265 cent, 1=204 cent 

Approximately all the master agreed that there existed 17 intervals in Iranian 

music but they disagreed about the numbers and the structure. 

There is an other view that explain the Iranian music with the Safi-al-din 

theory.According to this view wthe old makam can be traced in the recent music of 

Iran (Kiani,1992,43). 

The cycle of melodies (Dowr) in old makams consists of two tetrachord( 

Zelarbae) plus one whole tone (Tanini) in the end. After safi-al-din period ,the whole 

tone divided into two Bakkiye (B)9 and Fazl(F)10. Based on this division the compelte 

cycle (Dowr) included 17th intervals. In the old Iranian music existed three type of 

Intervals: 

1.Tanini(T) 

2. Bakkiye(B) 

3Mojannab(mucenneb)(C)11 

In safi-al-din theory existed different tetrachords and penthachords that he classified 

them in different groups. According to this theory there existed seven kinds of 

tetrachord that six of them are used in Iranian Dastgah system: 

1.T.T.B 

2.T.B.T 

3.B.T.T 

4.T.C.C 

                                                

[9 ]Half tone 

[10] 1 comma  

[11 ]Major half tone 
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5.C.C.T 

6.C.T.C 

Also there is 12 kind of penthachords that seven of them used in Dastgah system: 

1.T.T.B.T 

2.T.B.T.T 

3.B.T.T.T 

4.T.C.C.T 

5.C.C.T.T 

6.C.T.C.T 

According to safi-al-din by combining these tetrachord and pentachords we get the 

cycles which are 89. 

Safi-al-din mentioned twelve makams that among them the intervals of the six 

makams can be seen in traditional music of Iran. 

Ushagh:T.B.T.T.B.T.T 

Nava: T.T.B.T.T.B.T 

Buselik: T.T.T.B.T.T.B 

Rast: T.C.C.T.C.C.T 

Huseyni: T.T.C.C.T.C.C 

Hejaz: T.C.T.CC.T.C 

The next view is Alinaghi vaziri view based upon which the concept of scale is 

necessary  in Iranian music in order to explain the concept of Dastgah.  He mentioned 

on special scale for each dastgah and explain the the Dastgah in one octave range. 

Vaziri is the first person who tried to  conform Iranian music to western music.For 

reaching this comformity he adjust the intervals  and created 24 quarter tone scale 

which is totally influenced by the 12 halftone scale. This scale does not used at all in 

iranian music, because this scale can not be used for iranian music, and  the 

instruments that used in this music can not play this intervals considering their 

ability(Darvishi,1995,212). 
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The intervals used in the recent Iranian Classical music are: 

1.Hengam/Zel-kol(Octave) 

2.Zelkhams( fifth) 

3.Zelarbae(Fourth) 

4.Tanini(Whole tone) 

5.Mojannab(Major half tone) 

6.Bish Tanini(Plus whole tone) 

The seconds used in this music are: 

1.Bakkiye 

2.Tanini 

3.Mojannab 

4.Mojannab+Bakiye 

The thirds are: 

1.Tanini+Bakiye 

2.TaninI+Mojannab 

3.Tanini+Tanini 

The fourth is: 

Tanini+Tanini+Bakiye 

The fifth is: 

Tanini+Tanini+Tanini+Bakiyye 

There existed two different signs in iranian music ; Koron(  ) make lower ¾ of whole 

note and Sori (  ) araise ¾ of whole note. 

 

 

 

The melody progression is formed in tetrachords.These tetrachords are: 
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1.C.C.T                

 

Figure 3.3. Shour tetrachord 

2.B.T.T             

 

Figure 3.4. Dashti tetrachord 

3.C.C.B      

 

Figure 3.5. Chahargah,Chakavak tetrachord 

 

 

4.C.T.C        

 

Figure 3.6.Old Isfahan tetrachord 

 

5.T.T.B              

 

Figure 3.7.Mahour tetrachord 

The range of iranian music 
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Figure 3.8. The range of iranian music 

Some notes have imprtant role in the Dastgahs with their own name such as : 

shahed( witness) which is the note that hear very much during the melody 

progression, Ist( stop) is the note that the melody finish with and the Moteghayyer is 

the note according to the intention of the melody progression changes . 

3.2 The Intervals Of Turkish Music  

         The Turkish Makam Music intervals can be divided into five groups 

(Arel,1993,9) (see fig .3.9): 

1.Bakkiye 

2.Küçük Mucenneb 

3.Büyük mucceneb 

4.Tanini 

5.Artık İkli 

 

Interval	  name	   Comma	  value	   Sharp	   Flat	   Abreviation	  

Comma	  or	  Fazla	   1	   	  	   	  	   F	  

Eksik	  Bakiye	   3	   -‐	   -‐	   E	  

Bakiye	   4	   #	   	  	   B	  

Küçük	  Mücenneb	   5	   	  	   	  	   S	  

Büyük	  Mücenneb	   8	   	  	   	  	   K	  

Tanini	   9	   	  	   	  	   T	  

Artık	  ikili	   12-‐13	   -‐	   -‐	   A12	  -‐	  A13	  

Figure no.3.9 

 

The smallest interval is Bakkiye. There is two more intervals that are smaller than 

Bakkiye but there are not used; Komma and Eksik Bakkiye (Arel,1993,9). There 

existed six types of tetrachord in Turkish music which are: 
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1.Çargah T.T.B 

2.Buselik T.B.T 

3.Kurdi B.T.T 

4.Rast T.K.S 

5.Uşşak K.S.T 

6.Hicaz S.A.S 

The penthachords used in Turkish Makam Music are (see fig.3.10): 

1.Çargah T.T.B.T 

2.Buselik T.B.T.T 

3.Kurdi    B.T.T.T 

4.Rast T.K.S.T 

5.Hüseyni K.S.T.T 

6.Hicaz S.A.S.T 

 

Figure no.3.10 

There also existed some other tetrachords and penthachords (Arel,1993,23): 

-Saba Tetrachord K.S.S 
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-Segah penthachords S.T.K.T 

-Huzzam penthachords S.T.S.A 

-Pençgah penthachord T.T.K.S 

-Ferahnak penthachord S.T.T.K 

According to Arel makam in Turkish makam music are divided into two groups: 

1. Basit makamlar 

2. Murekkeb makamlar 

Basit makams are: 

Çagah- Buselik-Kürdi-Rast-Uşşak-Hüseyni-Neva-Hicaz-Hümayün-Üzzal-Zirgule-

Karcığar-Suzinak 

The tetrachords and penthachords  mostly used in these makams are: 

Çargah tetrachord, Buselik tetrachord and penthachord,Kürdi tetrachord ,Rast 

tetrachord and penthachord,Uşşak tetrachord,Hüseyni penthachord and Hicaz 

penthachord and tetrachord. 

Murekkeb makamlar is classified by the karar perde ( tonic tone).According to 

this note it can be divided into eight groups: 

1. The makams that their the tonic tone is on Buselik 

2. The makam that their tonic tone is on Segah 

3. The makams that their tonic tone is on Dugah 

4. The makams that their tonic tone is on Rast 

5. The makams that their tonic tone is on Irak 

6. The makams that their tonic tone is on Acem Aşiran 

7. The makams that their tonic tone is on Hüseyni Aşiran 

8. The makams that their tonic tone is on Yegah 

In other viewpoint the makams are divided into gtoups according to their tonic 

tone.(Yavuzoğlu,2009,35).According to other view Makams can be divided 

into three groups (Özkan,2006,94): 

1.Basit makamlar 

2.Murekkeb makamlar 

3.Şed makamlar 
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The rhythm in Turkish music is based on Cycles that are classified according 

to their beats in two groups: 

1. Küçük ussuler 

2. Büyük ussuler        

3.3 The comparison of Turkish Makam Music to Iranian Music 

Both music of Turkish and Iranian  rooted in 13 century theories specially 

safi-al-din Ormavi. Iranian music  almost lost everything afterward in Qajar period 

and the music converted into another system. As opposed to Iranian music, Turkish 

makam music preserved the old makams and still can be seen so many details of that 

period. The music of the both country based on Monatazamiye school that established 

by Safi-al-din in 13th century. After conquest of Istanbul, changing this city to capital 

of Ottoman Empire, so many musician from the conquered cities invited including 

Iran.Aparrently the musician also brought their musical culture too. The music of 

iranian musicians were the music of Safavid and Timurid period. In that period 

Iranian music was considered as Islamic world music which was presented at 

Ottoman Court by Abd-al-qader Maraghi (Aksoy,2005,68-69).In the beginning of the 

17th century the new style has been created in Turkish makam music and  also the 

poems changed from farsi and arabic to turkish (wright,1992). Also the use of 

makams and usul changed too. There still existed Iranian style in the recent 

compositions which are called Acem. Those Acem survived until 17th century. 

Some changes also happened in Iranian music that lead the replacement of 

makam system to Dastgah in the 18 th century. The makam system compeletly 

disappeared in the music of Iran and replaced by Dastgah in the end of Safavid and 

the beginning of Qajars. This new system was created by the impression of the 

western music in order to organize a system of education. 

According to historical approaches it can be seen that in the past these two 

music were almost the same, even influenced each other. 

In the recent time safi-al-din and the Montazamiye school again has beedn 

reviewed in turkish music by Rauf Yekta Bey, Sadeddin Arel and Suphi Ezgi with 

including some changes. The idea of Safi-al-din makams still existed in turkish 

makam music with a little changes such as division of mucenneb into two mojannab , 

kucuk mucenneb and Buyuk mucenneb and the divisin of makams to Basit makamlar 
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and Murekkep makamlar.As opposed to Turkish music , the safi-al-din theory almost 

disappeared in Iranian music, we can just see some intervals and tetrachords. The 

whole concept of makam changed to a different system. 

We can compare these two music in three aspects: 

1.Intervals 

2.Tetrachords 

3.Melody progression 

By focusing on intervals it can be seen that ther existed almost same types of intervals 

in both music because of common theoretical basis. 

The intervals used in Iranian music as mentioned above are(see. Fig.3.11): 

1.Tanini 

2.Bakkiye 

3.Mujannab 

4.Plus tanini 

Almost the same kind used in Turkish makam music : 

1.Tanini 

2.Bakkiye 

3,Artik ikilik 

4.Buyuk Mucenneb 

5.Kuçuk mucenneb 

The common intervals are, Tanini, Bakiyye,Comma, and Mujannab+Bakkiye 

Iranian	  Music	   Turkish	  Music	   	  
Tanini	   204	  Cent	   Tanini	   9	  Comma	   	  
Bakiye	   90	  Cent	   Bakiyye	   4	  Comma	   	  

Mucenneb	   135-‐160	  
Cent	  

Küçük	  Mücenneb	  	  	  
Büyük	  Mücenneb	  

5	  Comma	  	  	  
8	  Comma	   	  

Plus	  Tanini	   270-‐265	  
Cent	   Artık	  ikili	   12-‐13	  

Comma	   	  

Figure no.3.11 
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The diffrences is in the Mujannab interval which is just one Mojannab that 

consist of two Bakiye equal to 180 cents. This interval in Turkish music is same as 

Buyuk Muceneb. 

There is also an other different interval in Iranian music that is as interval 

smaller than Bakkiye equal to 45 cent. This interval in Turkish makam music can be 

compare to Eksik Bakkiye. 

About the tetrachords we can divide into two parts: 

1.Tetrachords that are exactly the same in both music : 

-T.T.B 

Iranian music 

          

Figure3.12 

-T.T.B 

Turkish music 

  

 Figure 3.13                

-B.T.T 

 

Figure 3.14 

-B.T.T 

Turkish music 
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 Figure 3.15 

 

 

Tetrachord that look like Tetrachord in Turkish makam music 

-1.C.C.T 

 

 

Iranian music 

     

Figure 3.16 

-K.S.T 

Turkish music 

 

Figure 3.17 

-4.C.T.C 

Iranian music 

      

Figure 3.18 

-S.A.S 

turkish music 
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Figure 3.19 

The melody progression is  almost different. The exact conformity of makams to 

dastgah  was impossible, but to some extent by hearing , it is possible to find out some 

similarities.In order to compare the melody progression again it is necessary to 

classify them. For that reason  we divided them into two groups: 

1. Makam and Datgah with the same name(Table no.6) 

2. Makam and gushes with the same name(Table no.7) 

By comparing the two groups we can notice that some makam can cover more than 

one dastgah and gushes and some other it can just include one gushe. It means that 

makam can have the concept of Dastgah as well as gushe at the same time. In this 

camparison the following results can be seen , the focus is the daramad of each 

dastgah: 

-Dastgah Segah looks like Segah(see fig.3.29) 

-Dastgah Mahoor (see fig.3.20)looks like Arel-Ezgi Cargah makam(see fig.3.21) 

-Dastgah Homayoun(see fig.3.25) looks like Hicaz 

-Dastgah Shour(see fig.3.25) looks like Ussak(see fig.3.33) and Huseyni(see fig.3.36) 

-Dastgah Rastpanjgah(see fig.3.23) looks like Rast(see fig.3.24) 

-Avaz Abuata(see fig.3.31) looks like Ussak  

-Avaz Bayat-e-tork(see fig.3.34) looks like Ussak 

-Avaz Afshari(see fig.3.32) looks like Karcigar(see fig.3.27) 

-AvazDashti (see fig 3.25)looks like Ussak 

-Avaz Isfahan(see fig 3.26) looks like Hicaz 
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3.3 Camparison Of Fasil in Turkish And Iranian Music 

The old performance repertory as mentioned in Sharh-al-advar by Abd-l-qader 

Maraghi  was called “Nowbat mortab” that consist of four pieces: 

1.Qowl 

2.Qazal 

3.Taraneh 

4.Forudasht 

There existed some other forms such as : 

-Kol-al-zoroub 

-Kol-al-nagham 

-Zarabain 

-Morrasae 

-Amal 

-naghsh 

-Pishro 

-Nashid-arab 

-Basit 

-Havayi 

The composition of these forms had special structure. One of them was mostly 

used in Timurid period was Amal. This form consisted of four pieces Matlae, Sowt , 

Miyankhane and Tasheeiye. It was like Nowbat. The music forms changed from 

moving the music center to Istanbul, Isfahan and Bokhara. In the 16th century Iranian 

music lost the “Kar” in its music. As opposed to Iran, Ottoman music continued 

Iranian Timurid music traditions.This form in Qajar period changed to tasnif.The 

concept of form is not existed anymore in iranian music (Fatemi,2002,130). 

As opposed to Iranian music the mentioned forms with some changes can be 

found in Turkish makam music. The two types Kar and Naghsh are heritage of Iranian 

music in medieval period, but this style started to die in the end of 17th century.  

In 17th and 18th centuries the Turkish composers developed these forms. 

Nowbat moratab was existed until the end of the 16th century, In the end of the 

18th century those mentioned forms replaced by Datgahs. Nowbat morratab survived 

in Iran until 14th century. 
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We can conclued that the Ottomans are the only ones who survived these 

forms and developed them (Feldman,1990). 

Iranian music concert repertory that used today are: 

-Pishdaramad (see fig.3.37) 

-Avaz  

-Chaharmezrab (see fig.3.42) 

-Tasnif(see fig.3.39) 

-Reng (see fig.3.41) 

Pishdaramad was created in 19th centur by the impression of European music in order 

to have repertory for ensemle. The invention of this form in attributed to Gholaam 

Hossein Darvish. This form is like introduction for daramad of dastgah,Mostly 

composed in 2/4,3/4.and 4/4. 

Reng is older than pishdaramad according to radif and usually composed in 

6/8. 

Tasnif is the vocal version of pishdaramad.The last form is  Charharmezrab 

which is like pishdaramad by the structure, the only differences is that this is a piece 

for solo performance in order to show the vitousity of the performer. 

Forms in Turkish makam music are divided into two groups: 

1.Instrumental forms 

2.Vocal forms 

 

The vocal music forms are divided into religious and secular forms. 

Instrumental forms are; Taksim,Pişrev,Medhal,ilahi,Ezan,Tekbir,Salat,Münacat and 

Mevlid. Religious vocal forms ; Ayin,Na’at,Durak,Ilahi,Ezan,Tekbir,Salat,Münacat 

and Mevlid. Secular vocal forms are;Kar,Karçe,Beste,Ağır semai,Yürük 

semai,Gazel,Şarkı,Türkü and Köçekçeler. 

Turkish makam music concert repertory are: 

-Taksim 

-Pişrev 
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-Kar 

-Birinci beste (Murabba/ Nakış) 

-Ikinci beste (Murabba /Nakış) 

-Ağır semai (Murabba/ Nakış) 

-Yürük semai (Murabba/ Nakış) 

-Şarkı 

-Saz semai (Murabba Nakış) 

 

By comparing this repertoty to Turkish music we can say that they are 

common in pishdaramd /pesrev (See fig.3.37,3.38) The role of this piece in both is 

introducing the openning makam. By the other forms thay are totally different and as 

a matter of fact the formal structure of Iranian concert repertory is almost unclaer and 

limited. Iranian music pishdaramd is usullay in 2/4,3/4 and 4/4. The Turkish makam 

music pesrev is also in 2/4, 3/4 and 4/4. The Iranian pishdaramd in the second section 

usually modulate to other dastgahs the same as Turkish music pesrev, that in forth 

section changes the makam. The only differenc is the mulazeme or teslim which is not 

existed in Iranian pishdaramad.It can be said that Reng and Yürük semai are similar 

according to the rhythm. Reng usually are in 6/8 or 6/4 (see fig.3.41) and Yürük 

semai are in the same rhythm. But the others doesn’t have example in Iranian 

music.Chaharmezrab can play the role of sazsemaisi (see fig.3.43)and tasnif like Şarkı 

(see fig.3.40). 
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4.CONCULSION 

  

   It can be concluded that the Iranian music before Islam is different than after 

Islam. The main changes happened after acceptance of Islam in Iranian music 

because of the religion. In some period the music was forbidden due to religious 

orders and in some period was accepted and used in every different conditions 

such as ceremonies, religious rituals and etc. The condition of music depended on 

religion pressures.  The religious music is almost died. It lost its importance and 

tradition. The military music just the Naghare music existed in some places that 

also died in so many places. The classical music is the one still continued, but the 

existed so many arguments in the aspect of intervals and the theory systems. 

Therefore there is not existed any fixed intervals according to different 

viewpoints. 

According to this comparison we can get that the Turkish and Iranian music in 

between 13th to 16th centuries followed the same theoretical approaches. Historically 

they influenced in each other. What is known, as Iranian music is some collection that 

has been changed during Qajar period. Although this music has its own structure but 

there existed some unclear points. According to the old scholars views the recent 

music is not completely different from the old system. The purpose of this thesis was 

to finding out those changes that happened gradually and comparing it to Turkish 

classical music. By focusing in each historical periods we can see that the Timurid 

and almost Safavid period music was similar to Turkish music, but this music in the 

beginning of the 18th century during Qajar period almost disappeared in Iranian music 

and started to developed in Turkish music. 

In the aspect of the theoretical views, we can see some similarities and 

differences in the intervals, by the three of them, tanini , bakkiye, and mojannab.The 

mucenneb in Turkish makam music is divided into two; Küçük mucenneb and büyük 

mucenneb but in Iranian music existed just one mucenneb. In the case of the 

tetrachords it can be seen that the kurdi and cargah tetrachords in Turkish music are 

the same as Dashti and Mahour in Iranian music. In the aspect of Makam and Dastgah 
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it can be said that there is some similarities in melody progression. By this 

comparison Makams and Dastgahs can be divided into two groups: 

1.Makam and Dasgahs with the same name 

2. Makam and Gushehs with the same name 

Iranian dastgahs can be compared to uşşak,Hicaz,Hüseyni,Bayati,Karciğar and 

Segah makams in Turkish music: 

-Dastgah Segah looks like Segah 

-Dastgah Mahoor looks like Arel-Ezgi Cargah makam 

-Dastgah Homayoun looks like Hicaz 

-Dastgah Shour looks like Ussak and Huseyni 

-Dastgah Rastpanjgah looks like Rast 

-Avaz Abuata looks like Ussak  

-Avaz Bayat-etork looks like Ussak 

 

 The concept of rhythm in Iranian music completely get away from saf-al din 

cycles which can be seen in Turkish music with some change. The rhythmic cycles 

completely disappeared in Iranian music and the rhythm that used in this music is the 

same as western music. As opposed to Iranian music the cycle that existed  in Saf-al-

din theory still used in Turkish music.  

 In the aspect of forms we can say that from the old forms nothing existed in 

Iranian music and totally changed and the reason of this change is unclear. In the end 

of the 18th century those mentioned forms replaced by Datgahs.As opposed to Iranian 

music Turkish music uses some the forms and also developed them. In 17th and 18th 

centuries the Turkish composers developed these forms. We can conclued that the 

Ottomans are the only ones who survived these forms and developed them. 

Also we can find similar aspects in folk music and I think more than classical 

music the music has much more in common in folk music. 
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In both music cultures the influences of western music can be seen in the 

aspect of the staff notation and schools and material for education. Also the influences 

affected the intervals and the aspect of scales. 

We can conclude that the Iranian have nothing form the 13th century music 

which is consider as medieval music. And it lost all the old makams and gets a new 

system, which the origin of it is unclear. On the other hand Turkish music theory 

preserved all that music, it can be say that Iranian system before changing to dastgah 

was like Turkish music or Turkish music can be consider as old Iranian music means 

the music of the 13th century which is disappeared. Turkish music can be considered 

as  a heritage of the old music that survived all the old theories. 
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6.Glossory  

Bakkiye=Bakiye= Interval  

Bestenigar=Bastenegar=Rhtymic pieces in dastgah 

Bınsır=Bencer= Finger name 

Borgü=Borghou=Instrument 

Büzürk=Bozorg= Gushe/ makam name 

Çarpare=chaharpareh=Rhytmic pieces in dastgah 

Çaharmızrab=Chaharmezrab= One of the Iranian music forms 

Çargah=Chahargah=one of Iranian music dastgahs 

Destgah=Dastgah= Iranian music system 

Dohol=Dohol=Instrument 

Ezan=Azaan=Religious music 

Evç=Owj= Makam name 

Genderud=ghanderoud=nstrument 

Güşe=gushe=small piece in dastgah 

Geveşt=Gavesht=Gushe/makam name 

Geyçek=Gheychak=Instrument 

Hermohre=Kharmohre=Instrument 

Hınsır=Khencer=Finger name 

Hicaz=Hejaz=Gushe/makam name 

Hisar=Hesar=Gushe/makam name 

Humayun=Homayoun=One of the Iranian music dastgahs 

Hüseyni=Hoseyni= Makam name 
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Irak=Eragh=Makam name 

Kanun=Ghanoon=Instrument 

Kaçar=Qajar=Period 

Kermil=Karmil=Instrument 

Kemançe=Kamanche= Instrument 

Kereşme=Kereshmeh= Rhytmic pieces in dastgahs 

 Küçek=Kuchak=Gushe/makam name 

Mahur=Mahour=One of the Iranian music dastgahs 

Muhayyer=Mohayyer=Gushe/ makam name 

Munacat=Monajat=Religious music 

Mutlek=Motlagh=Finger name 

Mucenneb=Mojannab=Interval 

Nağme=naghme= Rhtmic pieces in dastgah 

Nagus=naghous=Instrument 

Nay=Naay=Instrument 

Nefir=Nafir=Instrument 

Nekkare=Naghareh=Instrument 

Neva=Nava=One of the Iranian music dastgahs 

Ney=Ney=Intrument 

Nohe=Nowhe=Religious music 

Nühüft=Nahoft=Gushe/ makam name 

Nişaburek=Neyshaburak=Gushe/makam name 

Nikriz=Neyriz=Gushe/makam name 

Pençgah=Panjgah=Gushe/makam name 

Pişderamed=Pishdaramad= One of the Iranian music forms 

Renk=Reng= One of the Iranian music forms 
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Rastpençgah=Rastpanjgah=One of the iranian music dastgahs 

Redıf=Radiff= Iranian music repertory 

Sergeyn=Sarghayn=Instrument 

Şah=shakh=Instrument 

Şeypur=sheypour=Instrument 

Şur=Shour=One of the Iranian music dastgahs 

Segah=Segah=One of the Iranian music dastgahs 

Şahıd=Shahed=Leading note 

Santur=Santour=Instrument 

Sıtar=Setar=Instrument 

Sebabe=Sababe=Finger name 

Sefevi=Safavid= Period 

Şehnaz=Shahnaz= Gushe/ makam name 

Sipihr=Sepehr= Gushe/makam name 

Teziye=Ta’ziye=Religious music 

Tebire=tabireh=Instrument 

Tasnif=Tasnif= One of the Iranian music forms 

Tanini=Tanini=Interval 

Tar=Taar=Instrument 

Uşşak= Oshagh= Makam name 

Üzzal=Ozzal=Gushe/makam name 

Vüsta=Vostaa= Finger name 

Zurna=Sornaa=Instrument 

Zengüle=Zanguleh=Rhytmic pieces in dastgah 

Zirefkend=Zirafkand=Gushe/makam na 
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7. APPENDIX 

 

Figures 

Figure 3.20 Dastgahe Mahour 
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Figure 3.21 Cargah makam in Turkish music 
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Figure3. 22Dastgah Chahargah 
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Figure 3.23Dastgah Rastpanjgah 
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Figure 3.24 Rast makam in turkish music 
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Figure3.25Dastgah Homayoun 

 

Figure 3. 26Avaz Isfahan 
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Figure 3.27 Karcigar Makam in Turkish music 
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Figure 3.28 Dastgah Segah 

 

 

Figure 3.29 Segah makan in Turkish musi 
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Figure 3.30Dastgah Shour 

 

 

 

Figure 3.31Avaz Abuata 
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Figure 3.32Avaz Afshari 

 

Figure 3.33 Ussak makam in Turkish music 
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Figure 3. 34Avaz bayat-e Tork 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 35Avaz Dashti 
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Figure 3.36Huseyni makam in Turkish music 
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Figure 3.37Pishdaramd Abuata 
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Figure3.38 Pesrev 
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Figure 3.39  Tasnif Segah Composed by Darvishkhan 
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Figure 3.40 Şarkı 
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Figure3.41Reng Shoushtari Composed by Darvish khan 
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Figure 3.42 Chaharmezrab Kord-e Bayat by Parviz Meshkatian 
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Figure 3.43 Saz semaisi hicazkar 
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Tables 

Table 1.Musician After Islam 
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Table 2.The First Music Family 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.The Second Music Family 
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Table4. Prosodic Rhytmic Gushes 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1. Kereshme 
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Table no.4.2 Chaharpare  

 

 

 

 

 

Table no.4.3Zanguleh 
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Table 4.4 Naghme 
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Table 5.Iranian Traditional music  
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Table 5.1. Dastgah Shour 

Dastgah Shour  

Daramad Panje sheeri Kereshmeh  

Rohaab Owj Molanazi  

Naghme aval Naghmeye donam Zirkesh salmak  

Salmak Golriz Majles afruz  

Ozzal Safa Bozorg  

Koochak Dobeyti Khara  

Ghajar Hazin Shour Payin Daste: daramd  

Rohab Chahargushe Razavi  

Shahnaz Gharache Ashegh kosh  

Gereyli hashti Reng Sharashoub Reng zarb_e_osal  
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Table 5.2 Dastgah Homayoun 

 

 

 

Dastgah Homayun  

Daramad Navrouz_e Arab  

Mavalian Navrouz_e Saba  

Chakavak Navrouz_e khara  

Tarz Nafir  

Bidad Farang  

Bida'd kot Shoushtari  

Neydavoud Jamedaran  

Baavi Raz_o_niyaz  

Souz_o_godaz Meygoli  

Ab_ol_chap Penaseri  

Leili ve majnoun Moalef  

Ravandi Bakhtiari  

  Reng farah Ozzal  
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Table 5.3.Dastgah Segah 

 

Dastgah Segah  

Daramad    Maghloub  

Naghmeh    Naghmeh  

Kereshmeh    Hazin  

Zang_e_shotor    Mouyeh  

Zabol    Rohab  

Bastenegar    Masihi  

Mouye    Shah khatayi  

Mokhalef    Takht_e_Taghdis  

Haji Hasani     Reng_Delgosha  
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Table 5.4.Dastgah Chahargah 

 

 

Dastgah Chahargah  

Daramad Naghmeh  

Nagmeh Hazin  

Kereshmeh Hodi  

Zang_e shutur Pahlavi  

Zabol Rajaz  

Bastenegar Mansouri  

Mouyeh Lezgi  

Forud Matn va hashiye  

Hesar Reng sharashoub  

Pas hesar  Mouyeh  

Mukhalef  Hayi Hasani  

Bastenegar  Maghloub  
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Table 5.5.Dastgah Nava 

Dastgah Nava 

Daramad    Ashiran 

Kereshmeh    Neyshaburak 

Gardaniye    Majosli 

Naghmeh    Khojaste 

Bayate raje    Malek hoseyn 

Hazin    Hoseyn 

Ushagh    Buselik 

Nahoft    Neyriz 

Gavesht    Reng nastari 

      Reng nava 
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Table 5.6.Dastgah Mahour 

 

 

Dastgah Mahour  

Daramad Neyriz  

Kereshmeh Shekasteh  

Avaz Irak  

Dad Nahib  

Majles afruz Mohayyer  

Khosravani Ashouravand  

Delkash Isfahanak  

Khavaran Hazin  

Tarabangiz Kereshmeh  

Neyshaburak Zangule  

Nasir khani Rak_e Hendi  

Chaharpareh Rak_e Keshmir  

Feyli Rak_e Abdollah  

Mahour saghir Kereshme_ye rak  

Hesar_e mahour Safir_e rak  

Zirafkand Reng Harbi  

 Sufiname Reng Yekchube  

 Koshte morde Reng Shalakhou  
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Table 5.7.Dastgah Rast-Panjgah 

 

Dastgah Rast Panjgah 

Daramad Nouruz_e arab 

Zangule Nouruz_e saba 

Parvaneh Nouruz_e khara 

Khosravani Nafir 

Rouhafza Farang 

Panjgah Bahr-e nour 

Sepehr Gharache 

Oshagh Moharghae 

Neyriz Tarz 

Bayate Ajam Abolchap 

Bahr-e nour Leili ve Majnoun 

Gharache Ravandi 
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Table 5.8. Avaz Abuata 

 

Avaz Abuata  

Ramkeli Bastenegar  

Daramad Chaharpareh  

Sayakhi Gabri  

Hejaz    

 

 

Table 5.9. Avaz Dashti 

 

Avaz Dashti 

Hajiani Daramad 

Ghamangiz Owj 

Gilaki Bidegani 
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Table 5.10. Avaz Bayat-e Tork 

 

Avaz Bayate Tork 

Daramad Bastenegar Shekasteh 

Dogah Zangule Mehrabaani 

Daramad 2 Khosravani Jamedaran 

Daramad 3 Naghmeh Mehdi zarabi 

Haji Hasani Feyli Ruh_ol_Arvah 

Ghataar     
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 Table 5.11. Avaz Afshari 

Avaz Afshari 

Daramad Irak 

Bastenegar Gharayi 

 

     

  Table 5.12. Avaz Isfahan 

Avaz Isfahan  

Daramad  

Jamedaran  

Bayat_e raje  

ve forud  

Naghme  

Souz_o_godaz  
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Table 6. Makams and Dastgahs with the same names 

 

Makam and Dastgah 

 with the same name  

Makam Dastgah  

Neva Nava  

Çargah Chahargah  

Segah Sega  

Mahur Mahour  

Humayun Homayoun  

Isfahan Isfahan  

Rast  

Pençgah 

Rast-Panjgah 
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Makam	  and	  Gusheh	  
with	  the	  same	  name	   	  

Makam	   Gushe	   	  

Irak	   Irak	   	  

Evç	   Owj	   	  

Bestenigar	   Bastenegar	   	  

Dilkeşhaveran	   Delkash	  and	  khavaran	   	  

Nühüft	   Nahoft	   	  

Hicaz	   Hejaz	   	  

Zirefkend	   Zirafkand	   	  

Isfahanek	   Isfahanak	   	  

Muhayyer	   Mohayyer	   	  

Gerdaniye	   Gerdaniye	   	  

Nişaburek	   Neyshaburak	   	  

Şehnaz	   Shahnaz	   	  

Sipihr	   Sepehr	   	  

Küçek	   Kuchak	   	  

Büzürk	   Bozorg	   	  

Hisar	   Hesar	   	  

Pençgah	   Panjgah	   	  

Nikriz	   Neyriz	   	  

Uzzal	   Ozzal	   	  

Geveşt	   Gavesht	   	  


